Solar panels

foldable and flexible
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Solar panels | foldable and flexible

Sunload panels are your ideal companion for your mobile energy solution. Be independent!
They are small foldable, flexible, unbreakable and solid. They are ideal as a power plant for
cell phones, GPSs, MP3-player, notebooks, etc.

Solid | These panels resist even the highest stress and were proved many times in expeditions, military and human operations (tested acc. US MIL-STD-810).

Mobile | Load and operate your batteries, mobile phones, digital cameras, camcorder, MP3player, iPod, notebooks and other devices while hiking, camping, on holidays, on the beach,
etc.

Outdoor | All panels can be universal used; you can fix them simply on your tent, boat or on
the camper. Because of their flexible mounting system you can easily mount for instance the
Solarclaw (6,5 Wp) on your backpack (see on front page).

Recommendation | We recommend using of the Sunload MultEcon Charger. It builds the
interface between solar panel and electrical consumers and supplies a constant power. The
MPP principle is responsible for the max. energy yield and high efficiency. The integrated
Li-lon battery stores the solar energy independent from the sun power. The damage of your
devices through the overvoltage is impossible.

Technical Data |

Solarclaw

typ. Output Voltage
open Circuit Voltage
typ. Output Current
Solar Panel Power
Size folded (mm)
Size open (mm)
Weight
Colours

12 V
15 V
433 mA
6,5 Wp
125×245×37
735×245×20
0,29 kg

6,5 Wp

12 Wp

30 Wp

62 Wp

12 V
15 V
433 mA
6,5 Wp
127×225×20
735×225×15
0,2 kg
bk

12 V
15 V
800 mA
12 Wp
225×127×30
735×445×15
0,32 kg
bk

12 V
28 V
1,5 A
30 Wp
280×220×35
1300×535×20
0,90 kg
bk, ds, wl

12 V
28 V
3,1 A
62 Wp
380×215×39
1325×750×15
1,46 kg
bk, ds, (wl)
124 Wp on request

Colours |

black (bk)

woodland (wl)

desert (ds)
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